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Abstract
The poster is the internship experience of a third
year of the Bachelor of Computing Systems (BCS)
at Eastern Institute of Technology (EIT) in the
second semester of 2016. A software development
evaluation project was undertaken with Xamarin
now part of Visual Studio.
The company, Red Jungle, are looking at developing
Cross platform mobile apps. The aim of this
Internship was to evaluate the different platforms:
Xamarin.Forms, Xamarin.Andrio, Xamarin.iOS and
Universal Windows Platform (UWP).
This
evaluation has made it possible for Red Jungle to
begin their Cross Platform mobile app development.
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Introduction

A 45-credit internship or project must be completed
in the final semester of their third year of the BCS
degree at EIT. The IT internship helps the student
to become familiar with the working environment
and help to prepare them for the future in IT.
The intern had an interview before starting with Red
Jungle this determine suitability for the evaluation
project.
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Intern Integrated Learning

Interns are given an opportunity to learn while in a
IT software work environment complementing the
study already completed at EIT and expanding work
related learning.
Evaluating the Xamarin programming environment
for Red Jungle in Napier, valuable experience was
gained in the IT environment complementing his
studies, capping off the BCS degree and preparing
him for the working environment.
3 Methodology Used
Agile Scrum Development as three week sprints.
Developing Prototypes in manageable modules,
stressing the user interface.
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Findings

Coding four projects at once is
Coding one project at a time is
interface code can be reused.
designer saves time coding the
should be platform specific.
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Conclusion

For a simple user interface Xamarin.Forms is the
perfect solution.
For more complicated User
interface Xamarin.Android, Xamarin.iOS and
Universal Windows Platform is the better solution.
Red
Jungle
have
begun
coding
with
Xamarin.Android, this supports the findings.
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